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2.3 s) and “oldspace” which is rarely garbage collected (off-line when required). 
Generation scavenging differs from incremental generation based garbage collectors 
in that computation is halted while the whole of newspace is scavenged. If newspace 
is kept sufficiently small by promoting stable objects to old space, the time for this 
scavenge can be kept imperceptibly small. It is argued that with an average scavenge 
time of 19 ms and with garbage collection accounting for only -2% of execution 
time, complex incremental garbase collectors are unnecessary. 
After a br.i;f introduction ti? +i”~Ious work, Ungar dives into detailed description 
of specific t’cdrures of the SO,AR architecture and provides interesting statistics on 
the performance and memory usage implications of each feature. Register windows, 
tags, traps and instruction formats are among several issues addressed. For example, 
without the ability to disable tag mismatch traps on a per-instruction basis, SOAR 
would be 16% slower and require 19% more memory. Having analysed all the 
features, he performs a remarkably brave act and orders features according to beneftt. 
Features which result in less than 10% loss in performance if omitted are dubbed 
“questionable” whilst features with performance gains of less than 1% are clear 
“losers”. Interestingly, the winning features of the processor architecture were 
register windows, byte insertion/extraction, tagged integers and direct addressing. 
Vectored traps were questionable and shadow registers for fast traps obvious losers. 
This pragmatic, definite and rational approach to machine architecture is what 
distinguishes Ungar’s work from the mass of architecture publications. Many archi- 
tectural features one would intuitively expect to cause significant increases in 
performance do not stand up to even the simplest analysis. Most importantly, for 
anyone interested in the implementation of symbolic processing languages, Ungar’s 
book is an interesting and clearly written account of how to avoid the “architect’s 
trap”. 
Ifor WYN WILLIAMS 
Department of Computer Science 
Manchester University 
Manchester, United Kingdom 
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Following the influential work by Carver Mead and his colleagues on structured 
VLSI design, in recent years there has been an upsurge of interest in the formal 
description of hardware, and, in particular, of VLSI components. Typically, this 
interest has somewhat different concerns from the corresponding interest in software 
description, perhaps because there are already hardware CAD systems with timing 
verifiers and simulators. Thus, in hardware description more attention is paid to 
control structuring, and less attention is paid to data structuring, than in software 
description. In hardware description more importance is attached to distinguishing 
between different levels of abstraction, as there has always been a need to abstract 
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from the physical properties of circuits to obtain the logical properties of systems. 
In hardware description there is also a need to relate the description of behaviour 
to the description of layout, if a complete design process is being proposed. 
For the formal description of hardware behaviour many techniques have been 
tried. They may be grouped into: 
- functional programming with streams (as in LCF-LSM and variants of FP); 
- logic with or without temporal modalities (as in Tempura, LTS, HOL, and 
instantiations of Conlan); 
- process algebra (as in Circa]). 
The technique in the book under review falls in the first of these groups, that of 
functional programming with streams. 
The author intrcduces a functional language for programming with streams and 
provides textual and graphical syntaxes for it. He then applies the language to the 
description of hardware at three levels of abstraction. These are: 
- the register-transfer level (in which typically the data is composed from Boolean 
values and the control is composed from synchronous components with state, 
such as busses, registers ard arithmetic and logic units); 
- the gate level (in which typically the data is composed from Boolean values and 
the control is composed from Boolean functions with delay and feedback); 
- the switch level (in which typically the data is viewed as Boolean values with 
conductive or capacitive strength and the control is composed from transistors 
with delay and feedback). 
The first and second of these have long been established in hardware design. The 
third has arisen more recently, from attempts to understand and correct the increas- 
ingly elaborate artifices introduced into simulators to model the digital behaviour 
of hardware more accurately than can be done with conventional Boolean values. 
Below this level is the circuit level, in which digital approximations to analogue 
voltages and currents no longer suffice. 
At the gate and switch levels the author handles non-deterministic race hazards 
and high impectance states through the use of signal value sets instead of signal 
values. He also introduces delays into the stream functions to prevent instantaneous 
feedback and to model bidirectional conduction. This last point ensures that the 
non-monotonic behaviour of transistor gates at the switch level can still be treated: 
feedback through gates with this behaviour just produces streams which do not 
converge on one value, as streams which converge correspond to the least fixed 
points of monotonic functions. 
In all this the book is systematic. The textual and graphical syntaxes of the 
language are carefully thought out (though the graphical one can be hard to read 
at the gate and switch levels, despite its ingenuity). The examples chosen are simple, 
but nonetheless they are realistic and illustrate the difficulties. 
Yet too many gaps are !eft for comfort. Firstly, there could usefully have been a 
description of how to translate other formalisms into this one. Secondly, the book 
does not explain how to abstract from one level of abstraction to get another; in 
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particular, it does not examine how streams of Boolean values with strengths at one 
level turn into Boolean values at the level above (if a grosser quantum of time is 
introduced), and it does not consider adequately how constraints must be formalised 
so that non-determinism at one level does not spread to the level above. Thirdly, 
the book does not exploit all the lessons of structured VLSI design; these suggest 
that the three levels of abstraction sharply delineated in the book should perhaps 
be replaced by two (roughly, a block level, providing blocks larger than registers, 
and a gate/switch level), and that layout should proceed in parallel with the design 
of behaviour, at least to a certain point. The book is therefore not a complete account 
of the theory, but it is a more comprehensive introduction than most. 
Robert MILNE 
STC Technology Ltd. 
Harlow, United Kingdom 
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This book gives a well written treatment of those parts of recursion theory that 
are important from the point of view of computer science. The book is divided into 
three parts and includes standard recursion theory (Parts I and II) and recursion 
theory on non-denumerable sets (Part III). 
Part I describes the mechanisms leading to recursively enumerable sets and partial 
recursive functions: Register machines, p-recursive functions, WHILE-programs, 
Turing machines, stack machines. A standard numbering of the unary partial 
recursive functions of the natural numbers is introduced via a recursive language. 
The universal Turing machine theorem (utm-theorem), the translation lemma (smn- 
theorem) and some basic unsolvable problems (general halting problem, word 
problem for Semi-Thue systems) are given. 
In Part II recursion theory on natural numbers is developed. The author departs 
from the standard numbering defined in Part I and introduces an axiom system for 
recursion theory to be a total numbering of the unary partial recursive functions 
for which the utm- and smn-theorem holds together with a Blum complexity 
measure. 
Reducibility theory is extensively treated: m-reducibility, l-reducibility, Turing 
reducibility and truth-table reducibility. Myhill’s theorem is proved and the Kleene 
Hierarchy is considered. 
Further topics of Part II are Blum’s complexity theory (compression theorem, 
gap theorem, speed up theorem), oracle machines, computable ordinals and applica- 
tions to logic. 
In Part III, recursion theory on sets that have the cardinality of the continuum 
is developed: the so-called “Type 2 theory of Constructivity and Computability”. 
